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Abstract 

We determine whether GDPR's enforcement increased consumers' online privacy by decreasing the 

amount of online tracking. We exploit a difference-in-differences design to evaluate the effect of 

GDPR's enforcement using 718 websites visited by 5 million EU and US consumers browsing 2.6 

billion web pages between April 2018 and December 2019 that target EU and non-EU audiences. We 

reveal that online tracking, measured by the number of tracker providers and the number of trackers, 

increased over time; websites that comply with GDPR use 12 tracker providers (19 trackers) on aver-

age in the post-GDPR period. Without GDPR, they would have used 13 tracker providers (21 track-

ers). So, GDPR's enforcement decreased the average number of tracker providers (trackers) on each 

website by 1 tracker provider or -8% (2 trackers or -9%), having a minor positive impact on consum-

ers' online privacy. We find that the enforcement of the law decreased advertising, analytics, and es-

sential trackers on news, entertainment, and business sites – emphasizing a minor positive impact on 

consumers' privacy. We conclude that the GDPR's enforcement increased consumers' privacy to a 

small extent. But the increasing trend of the amount of online tracking after the introduction of the 

GDPR poses a justifiable privacy concern for consumers. 

Keywords: online privacy, online tracking, privacy law, GDPR 
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1. Introduction 

Online tracker (e.g., DoubleClick) is software owned by a tracker provider (e.g., Google), placed on 

the website (e.g., The New York Times) by the website owner that uses tracking technologies (e.g., 

cookies) to track consumers. An online tracker (henceforth "tracker") is usually code embedded on 

the website (hereafter "site") that records and transmits consumers' data to the tracker provider (Karaj 

et al., 2018a). 

The tracker provider – owning one or several trackers – decides whether to share that consumer data 

with the site owner. While generating consumer insight to a tracker provider, the tracker also supports 

the site concerning advertising (e.g., personalized ads) or consumer experience (e.g., Facebook's 

"Like" button). For this reason, 94% of 7.5 million sites used trackers last year (Viscomi, 2020). 

While trackers benefit sites, they inherently raise privacy concerns because they often access infor-

mation like IP addresses and current or last viewed web pages (subsequently "pages"). Such data re-

veals many insights, especially when collected over time and tied to a particular consumer via a 

unique identifier. E.g., Mayer & Mitchell (2012) explained that an individual's browsing history 

alone "can reveal her location, interests, purchases, employment status, sexual orientation, financial 

challenges, medical conditions, and more" (p.3). 

Past initiatives reflected consumers' privacy concerns and tried to limit trackers from collecting and 

processing their (personal) data. One such initiative is the European Union's (EU) General Data Pro-

tection Regulation (GDPR), enforced in May 2018 as a revolutionary privacy law to protect EU con-

sumers' privacy. GDPR is a model privacy law for many other countries worldwide (Lubowicka, 

2019). 

Our paper aims to tackle the question: Did GDPR increase consumers' privacy by decreasing the 

amount of online tracking? More specifically, we aim at answering the following two research 
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questions, (1) did GDPR decrease the number of tracker providers that sites use, and (2) did GDPR 

decrease the number of trackers that sites use? 

To answer our research questions empirically, we use the WhoTracks.me data sets generated by 5 

million consumers browsing 2.6 billion pages from April 2018 to December 2019 (Karaj et al., 

2018a). We differentiate between EU- and US-based consumers accessing 718 sites. Because two 

consumer bases accessed the same sites, our observation unit is a "site instance." Accordingly, a site 

instance represents one of the two consumer groups (EU or US) that accessed a site in a specific 

month. The above time frame captures before- and after-GDPR periods, whereas EU and US con-

sumers' differentiation allows us to separate sites tracking EU consumers. The data enables us to 

measure consumers' exposure to online tracking. 

We use SimilarWeb's data and the site's top-level domain (TLD; e.g., .com, .de) to determine whether 

each site receives the most traffic from EU or non-EU audience and, thus, targets EU or non-EU con-

sumers. This procedure allows us to approximate whether a site should (not) comply with GDPR. 

Therefore, our control group consists of US consumers accessing sites that target non-EU consumers 

– all other site instances represent a treatment group. We set up our empirical study to utilize the dif-

ference-in-differences (DiD) design. We measure the amount of online tracking by counting the num-

ber of distinct trackers (tracker providers) a site uses. 

Our results contribute to the ongoing discussion on the effectiveness of privacy laws at increasing 

consumers' privacy. EU consumers benefit from our results, as we show the minor positive implica-

tions of the law on their privacy. European regulators could use our results to evaluate whether the 

GDPR accomplished its aim. Likewise, EU regulators could benefit from our findings when finaliz-

ing the upcoming ePrivacy Regulation to extend GDPR's requirements in online settings (European 

Commission, 2021). Countries currently designing their privacy laws (e.g., Chile, New Zealand, Ja-

pan) and those that already enforced privacy laws (e.g., Brasil, India, China) based on GDPR could 
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also gain valuable insights from our study. Our results might serve as an indication of the effects of 

privacy laws in their countries. 

2. Description of online tracking 

2.1. Definition of online tracking 

We define online tracking as collecting data about consumers over time. From a tracker's perspective, 

tracking consists of two steps, (1) create a unique identifier using any tracking technology (e.g., 

tracking cookie, browser's local storage, digital fingerprint, tracking pixel, advertising identifier, 

login, single-sign-on), and (2) assign that unique identifier to a particular consumer, browser, or de-

vice (Falahrastegar et al., 2016; Soltani, 2011). Accomplishing both steps allows the tracker to collect 

consumer data over time across multiple sites, browsers, or devices. Note that the identity of a partic-

ular consumer behind the unique identifier might be known or unknown to the tracker (Mayer & 

Mitchell, 2012). 

Tracking, in turn, allows (1) consumer profiling and (2) behavioral targeting of consumers (Lam-

brecht & Tucker, 2013). For instance, tracking consumers' past pages allows collecting characteristics 

such as demographics (e.g., female), interests (e.g., sport), purchase intentions (e.g., sports shoes), or 

brand preferences (e.g., Nike). Having such consumer characteristics allows a tracker provider to cre-

ate a unique profile of that single consumer (e.g., a female consumer interested in Nike sports shoes) 

or a pool of consumers with similar characteristics (e.g., sport shoe lovers). 

That information profits tracker providers and site owners as they can, e.g., target consumers with 

personalized ads or customize site content to each consumer's liking (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011; Laub 

et al., 2021). At the same time, consumers face a trade-off between (a) a more personalized (free) 

online experience and (b) a loss of privacy (Tucker, 2012). We note that although consumer profiles 

may contain an enormous amount of information, this information is neither always accurate nor con-

sistent (Kraft et al., 2021; Neumann et al., 2019). 
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2.2. Parties in online tracking 

2.2.1. Users of online trackers 

Users of online trackers use trackers to support them concerning advertising or consumer experience. 

Our paper focuses on sites as primary users of trackers. However, any internet-connected device (e.g., 

computer, smartphone, smart TV) or its software (e.g., sites displayed by browsers, browser exten-

sions, mobile apps, smart TV apps) can use trackers for advertising or consumer experience support 

(Aggarwal et al., 2018; Binns et al., 2018; Kummer & Schulte, 2019). 

Suppose that a site xyz.com starts offering free content to consumers. To improve the consumer expe-

rience, xyz.com combines its content with audiovisual content from other sites (e.g., YouTube), pro-

vides consumer sign-up via the single sign-on (SSO) mechanism of their favorite platform (e.g., 

Google account), allows consumers to share and "Like" its content via social media platforms (e.g., 

Facebook), and to comment on its content (e.g., Disqus). As the site receives consumer visits, it likely 

wants to analyze their characteristics (e.g., demographics, country of origin) and behavior (e.g., 

where they click, what pages they like most) to improve the offering. The site could use the Google 

Analytics tracker for that purpose. Over time, xyz.com implements changes based on consumer in-

sights and attracts a larger audience because it can better cater its content to its consumer base. As its 

customer base grows, the site owner might like to monetize the site's online presence. The site owner 

could display advertisements to consumers and use, e.g., the DoubleClick (Google Ad Manager) 

tracker to achieve that. 

The above example illustrates the interwovenness of today's sites with trackers (Falahrastegar et al., 

2014). It is costly for a site like xyz.com to create an in-house software solution for each case to im-

prove the consumer experience or display advertisements. So, the site relies on existing market solu-

tions provided by trackers. Moreover, such software solutions fulfilled by trackers are likely free and 

convenient to implement for site owners. 
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For that reason, sites from various industries use trackers. In general, news sites tend to use many 

trackers as their revenue model involves selling ad spaces to advertisers and displaying ads to con-

sumers while providing content (Libert et al., 2018; Libert & Nielsen, 2018). Thus, news sites have a 

high incentive to use advertising trackers (see Section 2.3.1). However, sites from other industries, 

such as e-commerce, entertainment, adult, governmental, banking, or health, also use trackers for 

consumer experience support (Macbeth, 2018; Sørrensen & Kosta, 2019). E.g., McCoy et al. (2020) 

recently showed that COVID-19 sites use trackers on 89% of their pages. 

2.2.2. Providers of online trackers 

Providers of online trackers are firms that develop one or several trackers. They offer such trackers as 

software solutions (i.e., software as a service, SaaS) to support users of trackers concerning advertis-

ing or consumer experience. Tracker providers benefit significantly from users of their trackers. They 

can collect more consumer data from different users (e.g., sites, mobile apps, smart TV apps) across 

devices (e.g., computers, smartphones, smart TVs) and combine such consumer data by purchasing it 

from other tracker providers (Bleier et al., 2020). Note, however, that just because a tracker provider 

owns multiple trackers does not mean it combines collected consumer data (Lerner et al., 2016). 

Having access to a large pool of consumer data allows tracker providers to improve their (tracking) 

services or target personalized ads more effectively if they offer their users advertising-related ser-

vices. They can also sell gathered consumer data to other tracker providers (Bergemann & Bonatti, 

2015; Lambrecht et al., 2014). Likewise, tracker providers can combine consumers' online data with 

offline data (e.g., store purchases), buying it from other tracker providers, or by owning such trackers 

(e.g., in location-based mobile apps) (Andrew & Baker, 2021; Exactag, 2021). 

In the previous example, xyz.com used six trackers: YouTube, Google's SSO, Facebook's "Like" But-

ton, Disqus, Google Analytics, and DoubleClick. In this case, Google — the tracker provider — 

owns four (YouTube, Google SSO, Google Analytics, DoubleClick) out of six trackers that the site 
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uses for different purposes. However, other sites like xyz.com might enter the market with similar 

needs as xyz.com. The other sites might start using the same trackers as xyz.com, especially if they 

are free to use. Such an increase in tracker usage across different sites greatly benefits tracker provid-

ers. Nevertheless, the site owner might not be aware that by including a tracker to improve the con-

sumer experience or display ads, the tracker can observe the behavior of its consumers and the con-

sumers of any other site that uses the same tracker. 

In the online advertising industry, any of the following firm types can act as tracker provider: adver-

tising firms or agencies, advertising networks or exchanges (demand-side platforms, DSPs), data 

management platforms (DMPs), content management platforms (CMPs), analytics providers, retar-

geting providers, data providers, data aggregators, and others (Evidon, 2021; Mayer & Mitchell, 

2012). 

2.3. Categories of online trackers 

2.3.1. Online trackers supporting advertising 

Advertising trackers support sites in monetizing their consumers' data by better displaying advertise-

ments. Such trackers offer advertising-related services like data collection, targeting, and retargeting 

to sites. Sites can provide content "free of charge" to their consumers using advertising trackers be-

cause they allow sites to sell ad space to advertisers and generate revenue (Deighton & Kornfeld, 

2020). However, sites' consumers do not receive "free" content from the sites they visit, as they pay 

either with their data or willingness to see ads. E.g., Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Google Marketing 

Platform, DoubleClick (Google Ad Manager), BlueKai, or Datalogix, are trackers that provide adver-

tising-related services to sites. 

Advertising trackers benefit sites (e.g., in monetizing online presence), advertisers, ad networks, or ad 

exchanges (e.g., targeting and retargeting consumers, granular level of ad measurements, limiting 

consumer exposure to an ad, attribution modeling). Consumers also benefit from advertising trackers. 
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They can view more relevant ads and receive "free" site content. However, advertising trackers also 

pose privacy concerns for consumers. 

E.g., irrespective of the privacy law(s), a site that allows consumers to conduct self-depression tests 

can use a single advertising tracker that employs programmatic advertising and real-time bidding 

(RTB) to display a different ad to each consumer. Using such a tracker, however, the site risks shar-

ing consumer data (e.g., self-depression test answers) with hundreds of other trackers that are part of 

that RTB ecosystem, which might be unknown to the consumer and the site owner who placed the 

original tracker (Privacy International, 2019). 

So, advertising trackers can invite other advertising trackers to the site. This practice is known as 

"piggybacking" as it describes the process of an original tracker giving access to other "piggyback-

ing" trackers that were not initially placed on the site by the site owner (Hanson et al., 2018). In gen-

eral, an advertising tracker adds another advertising tracker to the site if the original tracker delivers 

an ad to a consumer in an automated way from the second, third, fourth, and so on, tracker's server 

(i.e., its partners). 

2.3.2. Online trackers supporting consumer experience 

Consumer experience trackers support sites in enhancing consumer experience by offering a wide va-

riety of services. E.g., consumer experience trackers provide services to sites such as analytics, social 

media or commenting integration, integration with external content, customer interaction, or hosting 

(Karaj et al., 2018a; Mayer & Mitchell, 2012). Trackers offering consent notice services that help 

sites comply with privacy laws also fall into this tracker category. The latter four kinds of trackers 

can be considered "essential" for a modern site (Karaj et al., 2018b). Some of the trackers supporting 

consumer experience on sites are Google Analytics, Facebook's "Like" or "Comment" widgets, Dis-

qus widget, Weather Channel widget, OneTrust, or Amazon's content delivery network (CDN). 
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Trackers supporting consumer experience benefit sites as they allow them to measure their reach 

(e.g., count unique visitors), make improvements (e.g., change interface), or analyze consumers' char-

acteristics (e.g., female consumers read content longer than male consumers). Such information sup-

ports sites in driving consumer engagement which might attract more consumers to the site or adver-

tisers willing to target such consumers of the site. Consumer experience trackers also benefit consum-

ers: they expose them, among others, to more relevant content (e.g., personalized news or product 

recommendations), allow content-sharing on their favorite social media platform (e.g., Twitter), or 

the convenience of signing up to different sites via SSOs. 

On the other hand, consumer experience trackers violate consumers' privacy. Consumers might not 

realize that a site's content originates from a tracker. Thus, consumers might not know that a site 

shares their data with trackers. This lack of data sharing awareness usually implies that consumers 

did not permit a site to share their data with trackers or that consumers were aware of such data shar-

ing but could not prevent it in any way. Moreover, consumers might not know if – and how – the 

trackers will use their data. EU regulators enforced the GDPR for such reasons as to increase con-

sumers' online privacy. 

3. Description of GDPR 

3.1. Aim of GDPR 

EU regulators enforced GDPR on May, 25th 2018 (European Commission, 2016). GDPR is essen-

tially a privacy law applicable to all European Union (EU) member states. The regulation aims (1) to 

increase consumer privacy by strengthening consumers' control over their personal data and (2) to 

harmonize EU member states' existing national privacy laws via one regulation for all EU member 

states. GDPR achieves these aims by defining consumers' rights concerning their personal data (e.g., 

the right to access, edit, or remove data) and imposing obligations on firms that process such con-

sumer data (i.e., tracker providers). 
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3.2. Area of GDPR applicability 

Unlike previous EU privacy laws, which only affected EU firms, GDPR applies to EU firms and 

firms outside the EU that process EU citizens' personal data. The only case in which GDPR treats EU 

and non-EU firms differently is the processing of non-EU citizens' personal data; in that case, GDPR 

applies to EU firms, but it does not apply to non-EU firms. So, a non-EU site that receives traffic and 

processes data from EU and non-EU consumers does not have to comply with GDPR for non-EU 

consumers, while it must obey GDPR when processing data of EU consumers. 

3.3. How GDPR affects online tracking 

GDPR expanded the concept of personal data. European Commission (2016) define personal data as 

"any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person" (Article 4, Definitions). As 

mentioned in Section 2.1, online tracking includes creating and linking a unique identifier to a partic-

ular individual. Thus, any online identifier (e.g., IP address, cookie identifier) makes an individual 

"identifiable" and is considered "personal data" under GDPR. 

The law granted EU consumers more control over their personal data by asking any site worldwide 

that tracks them to (1) display a cookie consent banner to a consumer asking opt-in to tracking, and 

(2) clearly explain tracking purposes in its privacy policy. GDPR also introduced high non-compli-

ance fines (€20 million or 4% of the site's global annual revenue, whichever amount is higher) and 

made the site and its tracker providers jointly responsible for tracking consumers (European Commis-

sion, 2016). 

Such changes introduced by GDPR could negatively impact trackers by giving consumers a choice to 

"reject all tracking." Further, the negative impact of GDPR on trackers could reflect the fear of regu-

latory fines from sites or tracker providers (Haddon, 2018). However, the regulation could also posi-

tively impact trackers if consumers prefer personalized ads, reveal a tendency to opt-in to tracking, or 

ignore cookie banners, thereby "accepting all tracking" (Data & Marketing Association (DMA), 
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2019; Utz et al., 2019). Similarly, GDPR could positively affect trackers if sites do not offer consum-

ers real opt-out choices (Degeling et al., 2019; Sanchez-Rola et al., 2019). Lastly, the law could not 

affect trackers. E.g., if the positive or negative effect of GDPR on trackers is only short-term or if the 

regulators do not enforce the law (Johnson et al., 2021; Peukert et al., 2021; Ryan, 2020). 

4. Existing knowledge on the impact of GDPR on the amount of online tracking 

In Table 1, we provide a brief overview of studies focusing on the impact of GDPR on the amount of 

online tracking. 

Table 1: Existing knowledge on the impact of GDPR on the amount of online tracking 

author(s) 
main data 

 source 
method 

number 

 of 

 months 

consumer base  

control1 

consumer 

 exposure to 

 trackers 

tracker  

provider 

 control2 

differences in 

 the effect of 

 GDPR 

key result 

GDPR  

affected  

trackers 

Degeling et al. 
(2019) 

crawl before/after 12 ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

There was no significant 

change in the usage of 
trackers. 

✘ 

Sørensen & 
Kosta (2019) 

crawl4 before/after 21 ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

Although usage of trackers 
decreased, the authors are 

not attributing this to 
GDPR. 

✘ 

Sakamoto and 
Matsunaga 

(2019) 

crawl before/after 2 ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

There was no significant 
change in the usage of 

trackers. 
✘ 

Urban et al. 
(2020) 

crawl before/after 10 ✓ ✘ ✘ ✘ 

Usage of trackers de-

creased in the short term 
but increased in the long 

run. 

✓ 

Johnson & 
Shriver (2021) 

crawl 
panel differences 

estimator 
8 ✓ ✘ ✘ ✓ 

Usage of trackers de-

creased in the short term 
but increased in the long 

run. 

✓ 

Peukert et al. 
(2021) 

crawl 
panel differences 

estimator 
18 ✓ ✘ ✘ ✓ 

Usage of trackers de-

creased in the short term 
but increased in the long 

run. 

✓ 

Our study consumers DiD 21 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Usage of trackers and 

tracker providers de-
creased for the treatment 

group compared to the 
control group in the short 

term but increased in the 
long run. 

✓ 

         ∅ = 4 

1We control which consumers (EU or US) accessed sites and count them as site instances. 2We rule out whether the tracker owned by the tracker provider is a third-

party present on a site (e.g., we do not count trackers owned by Amazon and present on Amazon sites as trackers). 4We define a "crawl" as automatically visiting sites 
via software without interacting with the site. 
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Degeling et al. (2019) measured the law's impact on the number of trackers (tracking services). Alt-

hough the authors found that the number of first-party cookies decreased by 18% one month after the 

introduction of the GDPR, they measured no significant difference in the sites' use of trackers (De-

geling et al., 2019). Sørrensen & Kosta (2019) was cautious about attributing a decreasing number of 

trackers to GDPR. In contrast, Sakamoto & Matsunaga (2019) found no difference in the number of 

ad agencies (tracker providers) that offer consumers opt-out of tracking before- and after-GDPR. 

Urban et al. (2020) measured the amount of third-party cookie syncing, concluding that the regulation 

decreased third-party connections when GDPR came into effect. This relation slightly increased over 

the long run (Urban et al., 2020). But the law did not have a lasting impact on the number of trackers 

sites used. 

Johnson et al. (2021) looked at the market concentration of trackers (vendors) while measuring the 

number of trackers sites used. Johnson et al. (2021) revealed that the regulation decreased the number 

of trackers in the first week after GDPR's enforcement, but the effect disappeared until the end of 

2018. Although the aggregate market concentration mirrored that trend, the relative market concen-

tration increased because "websites were more likely to drop smaller tracker providers" (Johnson et 

al., 2021, p.34). 

Like Johnson et al. (2021), Peukert et al. (2021) assumed that the regulation changed the interplay 

between sites, trackers, and consumers, affecting the market structure and competition. They showed 

that sites' usage of trackers decreased in the short term but increased over the long run (Peukert et al., 

2021). This result suggests the wearing-off effect of GDPR over time. 

In general, there is mixed empirical evidence of GDPR's effectiveness on the amount of online track-

ing. Excluding our study, three out of six papers revealed that the regulation impacted the amount of 

online tracking by decreasing the sites' tracker usage. All prior studies relied on synthetic crawls as 

their primary data source, using OpenWPM, WebXRay, or manual implementations that simulate 
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how sites behave when actual consumers visit them (Englehardt & Narayanan, 2016; Libert, 2015; 

Sanchez-Rola et al., 2019). 

Such approaches, however, are (1) limited in capturing the differences in consumer environments 

(e.g., desktop consumers using various browsers, accessing sites from different regions), (2) have re-

stricted access to "walled gardens" like facebook.com, and (3) can detect higher numbers of trackers 

(Karaj et al., 2018a; Zeber et al., 2020). For that reason, we use data generated by actual consumers 

who interacted with the sites, and those sites exposed them to trackers. 

Three studies accounted for site visits from within- vs. outside-EU by controlling the consumer base. 

As Eijk et al. (2019) explain, such control is essential because sites with .com TLD treat EU and US 

consumers differently with a cookie banner. Samarasinghe & Mannan (2019) and Macbeth (2017) 

asserted that online tracking varied by consumer's (geo)location, and Fruchter et al. (2015) confirmed 

that it significantly differed between EU and US consumers. Similarly, few studies use (regression) 

model estimations, relying on before-/after-GDPR comparisons that do not accurately capture the 

causal impact of GDPR. 

Lastly, previous studies often count a tracker if its domain differs from the domain of a visited site. 

E.g., if amazon.com (first-party domain) uses amazon-adsystem.com (third-party domain), amazon-

adsystem.com is counted as a tracker. We control for such cases to avoid over-counting the number 

of trackers by looking at the tracker provider of each tracker: e.g., as amazon-adsystem.com is a 

tracker owned by Amazon, amazon-adsystem.com is not counted as a tracker on amazon.com. 

Based on the literature review, we make the following insights and contributions to the literature 

stream on online privacy: 

1. We use a sample of data from the most extensive data set on online tracking, generated by 5 

million consumers who browsed about 2.6 billion pages. 
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2. We differentiate between EU- and US-based consumers accessing 718 sites from April 2018 

to December 2019 and differ in the amount of online tracking due to different browsers, 

browser configurations, and regions. 

3. We determine the target audience of each site and – depending on the location of the consum-

ers who accessed it – whether it has to obey the GDPR or not. 

4. We utilize the DiD design to evaluate the causal impact of the GDPR on the amount of online 

tracking. 

5. We use two measures for the amount of online tracking, (1) the number of trackers and (2) the 

number of tracker providers – which captures the firm owning one or multiple trackers. 

6. We reveal how the effect of GDPR on the amount of online tracking develops over time and 

how it differs between different users of trackers (tracker providers). 

7. We use three robustness checks that support the results of our primary analysis. 

5. Setup of empirical study 

5.1. Description of data 

As our first data source, we use WhoTracks.me data sets and their monthly information on sites' us-

age of the amount of online tracking from April 2018 until December 2019. Consumers using the (1) 

Cliqz browser, (2) Cliqz browser extension for Firefox, and (3) Ghostery browser extension for Fire-

fox, Safari, Chrome, Opera, and Edge browsers generated the data (WhoTracks.me Privacy Team, 

2017b). 

German consumers primarily used Cliqz, whereas worldwide consumers used Ghostery 

(WhoTracks.me Privacy Team, 2018). WhoTracks.me combined Cliqz with Ghostery data in Febru-

ary 2018, and this merge of the two data sources caused a slight decrease in the number of trackers on 
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sites in April 2018's data release. This decrease happened because Ghostery consumers blocked more 

trackers than Cliqz consumers (WhoTracks.me Privacy Team, 2018, 2018). 

Consumer distinction per region and longitudinal nature of the WhoTracks.me data sets allow us to 

compare how online tracking varies between EU and US regions and over time. After merging and 

cleaning publicly available data sets from GitHub, we created a balanced panel of 718 sites that EU 

and US consumers accessed each month from April 2018 to December 2019 (T = 21 months). 

As EU and US consumers access each site, our observation unit is a site instance. We reduced our ob-

servation period until December 2019 as the US state of California introduced California Consumer 

Privacy Law in January 2020, which might change the amount of tracking for US consumers from 

that period onward. 

As our second data source, we use SimilarWeb. It is challenging to determine whether a site is an 

"EU" or a "non-EU" firm under GDPR as it is open to consumers worldwide (see Section 3.2). We 

use the site's TLD to determine whether it targets EU or non-EU consumers and hence, whether it can 

be considered an "EU" or a "non-EU" firm under the GDPR. However, some sites (e.g., 

apotheke.com) use international TLDs while still targeting EU consumers (Eijk et al., 2019). To ac-

count for cases of sites with international TLDs targeting EU consumers, we combine the site's TLD 

with the SimilarWeb's data. 

SimilarWeb's data allows us to observe the share of traffic from an EU or a non-EU region for a par-

ticular site at one moment in time (October 2021). So, we added SimilarWeb's data from October 

2021 to our balanced panel to find whether each site received the most traffic from the EU or non-EU 

region that month. Thus, SimilarWeb's data, combined with the site's TLD, allows us to determine the 

site's target audience and whether the site can be considered an "EU" or a "non-EU" firm under the 

GDPR (see Section 5.3). 
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5.2. Two measures for the amount of online tracking 

We are interested in whether GDPR increased consumers' privacy. We measure consumers' privacy 

using the amount of online tracking: where an increase in the amount of online tracking would mean 

a decrease in consumers' privacy. We use two measures for the amount of online tracking (1) the 

number of tracker providers and (2) the number of trackers. 

WhoTracks.me differentiates between a (1) site (collection of pages) and a (2) page (a single compo-

nent of a site). There are three critical considerations how the WhoTracks.me data generated our two 

measures for the amount of online tracking. First, a single page can contain trackers that lack reach, 

and Ghostery/Cliqz would not count them. According to WhoTracks.me Privacy Team (2017a), such 

trackers are present on less than ten different sites or do not track consumers via tracking technolo-

gies. So, we would not observe such trackers on sites in the WhoTracks.me data. 

Second, Ghostery/Cliqz consumers might have installed additional browser extensions during 

monthly measurements. Such software could have blocked trackers on pages before Ghostery/Cliqz 

browser extension would detect them: lowering the detected number of trackers per page and leading 

to an underestimation in the amount of tracking. We assumed such consumers are equally distributed 

between the two groups within our research design (see Section 5.3). 

Third, WhoTracks.me also reports trackers detected from other browser extensions (e.g., Kaspersky 

Labs or Adguard) that the consumers installed under the "extensions" tracker category. We removed 

all observations from trackers categorized as "extensions" as sites do not use such trackers, and we 

might overestimate the amount of online tracking. Instead, consumers' browser extensions "inject" 

such trackers into the count of trackers that WhoTracks.me reports. 
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5.2.1. Number of tracker providers 

We use the maximum number of tracker providers as our first measure for the amount of online 

tracking. This measure allows us to report all tracker providers consumers encountered while brows-

ing a particular site during a specific month. 

E.g., Ghostery extension records the different number of tracker providers detected on each xyz.com 

page, and WhoTracks.me reports all distinct tracker providers seen on a site (e.g., during April 2018, 

a total of 10 particular tracker providers were detected on the site xyz.com). This statistic is an aggre-

gate measure reporting the maximum number of distinct tracker providers seen across xyz.com pages, 

generated by about 5 million Ghostery/Cliqz consumers that browsed xyz.com that month. We use 

this aggregate statistic as the first measure for the amount of online tracking. 

5.2.2. Number of trackers 

We use the maximum number of trackers for our second measure of the amount of online tracking. 

So, we observe all trackers that consumers encountered while browsing a particular site during a spe-

cific month. 

As one tracker provider can own single or multiple trackers, this measure allows us to detect more 

granular changes in the amount of online tracking. Further, WhoTracks.me offers a categorization of 

trackers. So, we can observe how the structure of the trackers' market changes over time and what 

impact GDPR has on different types of trackers that sites use. We explore that question in Section 

6.4.3 and describe tracker categories in Section 8.2. 

5.3. Description of treatment and control group 

As described in Section 3.2, the only case when GDPR does not apply is if a non-EU site processes 

data of non-EU consumers – in all other cases, a site must comply with the GDPR. Our data allows us 

to easily distinguish between the EU and non-EU (i.e., US) consumers accessing sites. However, as 
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mentioned, it is challenging to determine whether a site can be counted as an "EU" or a "non-EU" 

firm because it is accessible to consumers globally. 

Nevertheless, we can use a couple of proxies to determine when we should count a site as an "EU" or 

a "non-EU" firm, such as the site's (1) target audience, (2) (country-code) TLD, (3) cookie banner 

display, (4) server location, and others. As mentioned in Section 5.1, we use a combination of two 

proxies, the site's target audience and TLD, for our primary analysis. They account for most wrongly 

categorized cases of sites (i.e., false positives/negatives). However, Section 6.4.4 illustrates that our 

results are robust to using cookie banner display and the site's server location as proxies to determine 

whether a site is an "EU" or a "non-EU" firm under the GDPR. 

We consider that a site targets EU consumers if (1) the site uses an EU TLD or (2) the site received 

the most traffic from the EU region in at least one period. So, if a site uses an international TLD but 

has received the most traffic from an EU region, it targets EU consumers and can be considered an 

"EU-firm" under the GDPR. We use stricter criteria to label sites targeting non-EU consumers. A site 

targets non-EU consumers if (1) the site uses a non-EU TLD and (2) the site received the most traffic 

from a non-EU region period in at least one period. In comparison to counting "EU" firms, both (1) 

and (2) must be valid for counting "non-EU" firms. 

So, if the site's target audience are non-EU consumers and US consumers visited that site, then the 

site does not have to obey GDPR. We consider that case a "control group" and all other site instances 

"treatment group." Table 2 illustrates assigning a site instance to a treatment/control group per cell. 
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Table 2: Description of treatment assignment framework 

 base of consumer 

website target audience EU US 

EU1 treatment group treatment group 

non-EU2 treatment group control group 

1Website targets EU consumers if (1) the website uses an EU top-level domain (e.g., .de) or (2) the website received 

the most traffic from the EU region in at least one period. 2Website targets non-EU consumers if (1) the website uses a 

non-EU top-level domain (e.g., .com) and (2) the website received the most traffic from a non-EU region in at least one 

period. 

6. Results of empirical study 

6.1. Descriptive results for the sample 

First, we describe our sample that contains 718 sites visited by 2 consumer groups (1,436 site in-

stances) over 21 months (N = 30,156). We show the number of site instances per cell in Table 3. 

Table 3: Distribution of site instances across audiences and consumer bases 

 base of consumer 

website target audience EU US 

EU1 1,890 (6%) 1,890 (6%) 

non-EU2 13,188 (44%) 13,188 (44%) 

∑ 15,078 (50%) 15,078 (50%) 

1Website targets EU consumers if (1) the website uses an EU top-level domain (e.g., .de) or (2) the website received the 

most traffic from the EU region in at least one period. 2Website targets non-EU consumers if (1) the website uses a non-

EU top-level domain (e.g., .com) and (2) the website received the most traffic from a non-EU region in at least one 

period. 

Notes: This table shows the number and percentage of observations in our sample per cell. Cell belonging to the control 

group is colored blue. We colored the treatment group's cells orange. In total, 56% (N = 16,968) of all observations (N 

= 30,156) make the treatment group and 44% (N = 13,188) the control group. 

 

In total, 56% (N = 16,968) of all observations (N = 30,156) make the treatment group and 44% (N = 

13,188) the control group. Thus, the share of sites instances between treatment and control groups in 

our sample are roughly balanced. 
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6.2. Descriptive results for the amount of online tracking 

6.2.1. Descriptive results for the number of tracker providers 

Next, we show the descriptive results for our first measure of online tracking, the number of tracker 

providers, in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Distribution of the number of tracker providers per site instance across all months 

 

As seen from Figure 1, the distribution of tracker providers is unimodal and right-skewed. So, most 

site instances typically use from 1 to 5 tracker providers, and a few use many tracker providers. E.g., 

makeuseof.com, categorized as a news site, had a maximum of 120 different tracker providers from 

the site instance of US consumers in March 2019. As of December 2021, makeuseof.com does not 

display a cookie banner to EU consumers as it targets non-EU consumers and has about 13 million 

unique visitors every month (Makeuseof.com, 2021). The mean number of tracker providers across 

all site instances and periods equals 12.608 tracker providers (SD = 11.482). 
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6.2.2. Descriptive results for the number of trackers 

As before, we show the descriptive results for our second measure of online tracking, the number of 

trackers, in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Distribution of the number of trackers per site instance across all months 

 

This distribution is also unimodal and right-skewed. As a single tracker provider owns one or several 

trackers, the maximum number of trackers (max = 156) is higher than the maximum number of 

tracker providers (max = 120) reported in Figure 1. The mean number of trackers across all site in-

stances and periods equals 19.874 trackers (SD = 15.755). So, site instances of EU and US consumers 

typically encountered 20 trackers with significant variations when visiting sites in our sample over 21 

months. Because Ghostery/Cliqz detects tracker providers on sites containing at least 1 tracker pro-

vider, the minimum number of trackers and tracker providers is always 1. 
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6.3. Descriptive results for the users of online trackers 

Next, we show the distributions of trackers between various users of trackers (i.e., site categories) per 

group in Table 4. 

Table 4: Distribution of the number of trackers per site instance in treatment and control groups across 

users of trackers and all months 

 treatment group control group difference 

users of trackers 
N 

sites 

N site in-

stances 

mean n 

trackers 

SD n 

trackers 

min n 

trackers 

max n 

trackers 

N 

sites 

N site in-

stances 

mean n 

trackers 

SD n 

trackers 

min n 

trackers 

max n 

trackers 

∆ mean n 

trackers 

News & Portals 102 2,625 30.276 19.978 1 144 79 1,659 35.937 25.156 1 156 -5.661 

Recreation 10 294 20.602 11.086 2 61 6 126 27.183 8.369 2 52 -6.580 

Business 247 5,502 19.791 12.306 1 81 232 4,872 20.560 13.521 1 118 -0.770 

Entertainment 216 4,851 18.529 13.407 1 100 201 4,221 20.287 16.736 1 137 -1.758 

Reference 51 1,218 13.947 9.626 1 79 44 924 16.224 11.297 1 94 -2.277 

Adult 92 2,478 9.482 4.685 1 32 66 1,386 7.730 4.163 1 24 1.752 

Total 718 16,968 19.141 14.464 1 144 628 13,188 20.818 17.230 1 156 -1.677 

Notes: Differences in the distribution of online trackers between treatment and control groups across users of trackers and all months (T = 21 months). We abbreviated the number of trackers to 

"n trackers." We ordered the table from highest to lowest mean number of trackers for users of trackers in the treatment group. 

 

Most site instances in our observation period contain consumers visiting business sites to purchase 

items or services online (e.g., amazon.com, nike.com). Following that industry, EU and US consum-

ers also visited entertainment- (e.g., 9gag.com, facebook.com) and news-related (e.g., bbc.com, ac-

cuweather.com) sites. 

As seen from Table 4, news-related sites tend to use, on average, most trackers in both groups. The 

maximum number of trackers is also the highest for such users of trackers. We explained why that is 

the case for news sites in Section 2.2.1. However, the treatment group has 5.661 trackers less on 

news-related sites than the control group. On average, the treatment group uses 1.667 trackers less 

than the control group. All users of trackers in the treatment group – except adult sites – tend to use 

fewer trackers than those in the control group. 
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6.4. Effect of GDPR on the amount of online tracking 

6.4.1. Effect of GDPR on the number of tracker providers 

6.4.1.1. Effect of GDPR on the number of tracker providers pre- and post-GDPR 

To investigate the effect of GDPR on the number of tracker providers, we first show how the mean 

number of trackers differs between the two groups in the pre- and post-GDPR period. We run an in-

dependent samples t-test to check whether the group means differ significantly in each of the two pe-

riods, and illustrate that in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Number of tracker providers between treatment and control groups pre- and post-GDPR 

 

The amount of online tracking, measured by the number of tracker providers, does not significantly 

differ between the groups in the pre-GDPR period, t(1347) = 0.421, p = 0.674. Both groups use about 

8 tracker providers, and the difference between the group means equals 0.169 tracker providers in the 

pre-GDPR period, ∆ = 0.169. However, group means differ significantly in the post-GDPR period, 

t(24143) = 9.753, p < 0.001. The treatment group uses, on average, 12.217 tracker providers and the 

control group 13.593 tracker providers in the post-GPDR period. The difference between group 
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means in the post-GDPR period equals 1.376 tracker providers, ∆ = 1.376. So, group means differ 

significantly after the GDPR's enforcement, and we can observe the general increase in the number of 

tracker providers from pre- to post-GDPR period. 

6.4.1.2. Effect of GDPR on the number of tracker providers over time 

After looking at the number of tracker providers between groups in pre- and post-GDPR periods, we 

show how the amount of tracking developed over time in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Development of the number of tracker providers in treatment and control groups 

 

Looking at Figure 4, the increasing trend of the amount of online tracking is observable (Lerner et al., 

2016). Overall, the treatment group's amount of tracking is lower than the control group in each pe-

riod, except in December 2018. Around the time of GDPR's enforcement, the number of tracker pro-

viders in the treatment group slightly decreased, whereas the control group remained relatively unaf-

fected. However, until the end of 2018, the treatment group's amount of tracking returned at the same 

level as the control group. Macbeth (2017) and Samarasinghe & Mannan (2019) show that sites load 
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different tracker providers for two consumer bases which explains why the levels between the groups 

differ over time. 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that many sites removed tracker providers with questionable privacy 

policies after GDPR's enforcement to avoid the risk of fines. However, site owners reintroduced such 

tracker providers due to the lack of GDPR enforcement throughout 2018. Thus, the effect of GDPR 

on the amount of online tracking might only be of short-term nature. Moreover, both groups in-

creased the number of tracker providers from December 2018 onward, reaching a new equilibrium in 

March 2019. From that point, the amount of tracking decreases for both groups, perhaps due to a 

€50,000,000 GDPR fine enforced on Google in January 2019 or an increase in overall GDPR fines 

throughout 2019 (CMS International Law Firm, 2020; Davies, 2019). 

6.4.1.3. Difference-in-differences analysis for the number of tracker providers 

Though previous results might indicate the regulation's effect on the amount of online tracking, we 

continue with the DiD method to answer our first research question. DiD design accounts for changes 

in the treatment and control groups over time, for which any unobserved influences on the treatment 

group have the same effect on the control group. 

First, we manually calculate the DiD coefficient (average treatment effect, ATE)–the difference be-

tween the mean differences in the number of tracker providers of both groups–as illustrated in Table 

5. 

Table 5: Cross-table for the mean number of tracker providers between treatment and control groups 

pre- and post-GDPR 

Group Pre-GDPR Post-GDPR Difference 

Treatment 8.329 12.217 3.887 

Control 8.498 13.593 5.094 

Difference -0.169 -1.376 -1.207 
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The treatment group's mean increased by 3.887 tracker providers, whereas the control group's mean 

increased by 5.094 tracker providers from pre- to post-GDPR. The control group increased the mean 

number of tracker providers more than the treatment group, from pre- to post-GDPR. The difference 

between those two numbers illustrates the effect of GDPR. So, the DiD coefficient equals -1.207 

tracker providers, suggesting that the GDPR lowered the average number of tracker providers by 1 

tracker provider per site instance: an effect of small magnitude. 

In other words, the treatment group would have used 13 tracker providers in the post-GDPR period if 

the regulators did not enforce GDPR. As they implemented it, the treatment group used 12 tracker 

providers. This change from, on average, 12 to 13 tracker providers in the treatment group's post-pe-

riod corresponds to a percent change of -8% and represents an additional way to quantify the effect of 

GDPR on the amount of online tracking. 

After calculating the DiD coefficient, we use the OLS (ordinary least squares) regression to evaluate 

whether this effect is statistically significant. In addition, OLS regression allows us to control for 

other factors that might influence the DiD coefficient (e.g., differences between individual sites), and 

we can obtain the effect's confidence intervals. We present the specification for our OLS model: 

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 + 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡  (1) 

In Equation (1), our dependent variable for a site instance i at time t is 𝑌𝑖,𝑡. 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖  is an indica-

tor variable describing whether the site instance i was treated (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 = 1) with GDPR or not 

(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 = 0). As described in Table 2, the same non-EU targeting site can be treated with 

GDPR (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 = 1) if EU consumers' site instances visit it; if seen by the US consumers' site 

instances, the site instance is not treated (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 = 0). 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 indicates pre-GDPR (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 0) 

and post-GDPR (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 1) period after–and including–May 2018. We control for period fixed ef-

fects 𝜔𝑡 and site instance fixed effects 𝜇𝑖 to account for factors constant over time. So, our baseline 

model is a standard two-way fixed effects model (TWFE). Additionally, we cluster standard errors 
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𝜖𝑖,𝑡 at the site instance level to account for autocorrelation for the same sites over time. Our coeffi-

cient of interest 𝛽3 measures the mean difference in response between both groups over time. 

We present the results of the OLS regressions in Table 6. 

Table 6: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the number of tracker providers 

Dependent Variable: Number of tracker providers per site instance and month 

Model:  (1) 

Post x Treatment -1.207*** [-1.860; -0.554] 

Period FE ✓ 

Site Instance FE ✓ 

N Observations 30,156 

R2 0.760 

Within R2 0.001 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site instance level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The Post and the Treatment coefficients have been removed from model (1) due to collinearity. The total number 

of observations (N = 30,156) is the product of the number of site instances (N = 1,444) and periods (T = 21). 

 

The DiD coefficient (𝛽3 = -1.207, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-1.859; -0.554]) is significant and negative for 

the treatment group in post-GDPR period in our simple DiD model presented in column (1). The size 

of this DiD coefficient is the same as the calculated DiD coefficient from Table 5. The estimated ef-

fect prevails in the model that controls for period fixed effects in column (2) and our baseline model 

that additionally controls for site instance fixed effects in column (3). 

These results confirm that GDPR had a significant impact on lowering the amount of online tracking 

by 1 tracker provider on average per site instance (-8%). Although this effect is significant, its size is 

perhaps negligible for the consumers' privacy. If such a tracker provider is a high market-share player 

like Google, we would assume a significant impact on the tracking ecosystem and consumers' 
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privacy. However, this scenario is unlikely, as past studies indicated that large tracker providers pres-

sured smaller tracker providers out of the market (Johnson et al., 2021; Peukert et al., 2021). 

Lastly, we estimate the effect of GDPR on the number of tracker providers over time. For this pur-

pose, we specify a new OLS model: 

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = 𝜇𝑖 +𝜔𝑡 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗

𝑞

𝑗=−𝑚

𝐷𝑡+𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡  (2) 

In Equation (2), our dependent variable for a site instance i at time t is 𝑌𝑖,𝑡. We include site instance 

fixed effects 𝜇𝑖 and period fixed effects 𝜔𝑡 as in our baseline OLS model in Equation (1). "Leads" of 

the treatment effect are represented by m and "lags" by q. Our coefficient of interest 𝛽𝑗  measures the 

jth lead m or lag q. 𝐷𝑡 is an indicator variable for whether the site instance i got treated in period t 

(𝐷𝑡=1) or not (𝐷𝑡 = 0). As before, we cluster standard errors 𝜖𝑖,𝑡 at the site instance level. 

We specified Equation (2) to estimate the monthly effects of GDPR. We interact all pre- ("leads") 

and post-GDPR ("lags") period indicators with the treatment indicator while setting the April 2018 

period–immediately before GDPR–as a reference period. We plot the OLS regressions' DiD coeffi-

cients with 95% confidence intervals in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Development of the difference-in-differences coefficients for the number of tracker providers 

 

Figure 5 reveals the short-term and long-term effects of GDPR on the number of tracker providers. 

The level of the short-term impact is highest in August 2018, when it starts to revert. However, from 

January 2019 onward, the effect becomes prominent again and remains significant. So, the impact of 

GDPR comes in two waves. As mentioned in Section 6.4.1.2, the development of GDPR fines or the 

€50,000,000 Google fine in January 2019 could drive such results. We explore the driving force of 

the GDPR's effect in Section 8.6. 

6.4.2. Effect of GDPR on the number of trackers 

6.4.2.1. Effect of GDPR on the number of trackers pre- and post-GDPR 

To answer our second research question, we determine the effect of GDPR on the number of trackers. 

As in Section 6.4.1.1, we first determine how the amount of online tracking changed in the pre- and 

post-GDPR period per group (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Number of trackers between treatment and control groups pre- and post-GDPR 

 

The amount of online tracking, measured by the number of trackers, does not significantly differ be-

tween the groups in the pre-GDPR period, t(1338) = -0.412, p = 0.680. Both groups use about 12 

trackers, and the difference between the group means equals -0.230 trackers in the pre-GDPR period, 

∆ = -0.230. However, group means differ significantly in the post-GDPR period, t(24353) = 9.193, p 

< 0.001. The treatment group uses, on average, 19.475 trackers and the control group 21.247 trackers 

in the post-GPDR period. The difference between group means in the post-GDPR period equals 

1.773 trackers, ∆ = 1.773. So, group means differ significantly after the GDPR's enforcement, and we 

can observe the general increase in the number of trackers from pre- to post-GDPR period once 

again. 

6.4.2.2. Effect of GDPR on the number of trackers over time 

Section 6.4.1.2 shows how the amount of tracking, measured by the number of tracker providers, de-

veloped over time. We illustrate such development for the number of trackers in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Development of the number of trackers in treatment and control groups 

 

Figure 7 mirrors Figure 4. After GDPR's enforcement, the treatment group's mean decreases. In con-

trast, the control group's mean remains largely unaffected after regulators enforced the law. By De-

cember 2018, however, the treatment group's mean levels with the mean of a control group. The 

amount of online tracking increased in both groups in the December 2018-March 2019 period, fol-

lowed by the decrease in the number of trackers. 

6.4.2.3. Difference-in-differences analysis for the number of trackers 

As in Section 6.4.1.3, we calculate the DiD coefficient for the number of trackers as our dependent 

variable and present the result in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Cross-table for the mean number of trackers between treatment and control groups pre- and 

post-GDPR 

Group Pre-GDPR Post-GDPR Difference 

Treatment 12.463 19.475 7.012 

Control 12.232 21.247 9.015 

Difference 0.230 -1.773 -2.003 

 

The treatment group's mean increased by 7.012 trackers, whereas the control group's mean increased 

by 9.015 trackers from pre- to post-GDPR. The control group increased the mean number of trackers 

more than the treatment group, from pre- to post-GDPR. So, the differences-in-differences (DiD) co-

efficient equals -2.003 trackers, suggesting that the GDPR lowered the average number of trackers by 

2 trackers (-9%) per site instance. 

We use the OLS regression specification from Equation (1) to calculate the DiD coefficient for the 

number of trackers instead of tracker providers. We present the results in Table 8. 

Table 8: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the number of trackers 

Dependent Variable: Number of trackers per site instance and month 

Model:  (1) 

Post x Treatment -2.003*** [-2.925; -1.081] 

Period FE ✓ 

Site Instance FE ✓ 

N Observations 30,156 

R2 0.776 

Within R2 0.001 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site instance level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The Post and the Treatment coefficients have been removed from model (1) due to collinearity. The total number 

of observations (N = 30,156) is the product of the number of site instances (N = 1,444) and periods (T = 21). 
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The DiD coefficient (𝛽3 = -2.003, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-2.925; -1.081]) is significant and negative for 

the treatment group in post-GDPR period in our simple DiD model presented in column (1). The size 

of this DiD coefficient is the same as the calculated DiD coefficient from Table 7. The estimated ef-

fect prevails in the model that controls for period fixed effects in column (2) and our baseline model 

that additionally controls for site instance fixed effects in column (3). These results confirm that the 

GDPR lowered the average number of trackers by 2 per site instance (-9%). 

As before, we estimate the development of the GDPR's effect on the number of trackers per month 

using the model specification in Equation (2). We do so by changing the response variable from the 

number of tracker providers to the number of trackers. Figure 8 presents the results of these estima-

tions. 

Figure 8: Development of the difference-in-differences coefficients for the number of trackers 

 

Figure 8 mirrors Figure 5. It, too, reveals the short-term and long-term effects of GDPR on the num-

ber of trackers. The level of the short-term impact is highest in August 2018, when it starts to revert. 
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However, from January 2019 onward, the effect becomes prominent again and remains significant: 

illustrating the two-wave impact of GDPR once again. 

6.4.3. Differences in the effect of GDPR 

Lastly, we show how GDPR impacted users of trackers in our sample. Similarly, we show how the 

effect differs for different categories of trackers, mentioned in Section 2.3. Table 9 reveals the distri-

bution of the GDPR's impact across (1) users of tracker providers, (2) users of trackers, and (3) cate-

gories of trackers. 

Table 9: Distribution of the effect of GDPR 

Across Users of Tracker Providers Across Users of Trackers Across Categories of Trackers 

Users of Tracker 

 Providers 

DiD 

 Coefficient 
95% CI 

Users of 

 Trackers 

DiD 

 Coefficient 
95% CI 

Category of 

 Trackers 

DiD 

 Coefficient 
95% CI 

Adult -0.925 [-1.472; -0.378] Entertainment -2.056 [-3.658; -0.454] Advertising -1.256 [-1.838; -0.675] 

Entertainment -1.241 [-2.386; -0.096] Business -1.408 [-2.701; -0.115] Essential -0.471 [-0.752; -0.189] 

News & Portals -3.047 [-5.865; -0.228] News & Portals -3.916 [-7.677; -0.155] Analytics -0.202 [-0.358; -0.047] 

Reference -1.180 [-2.984; 0.623] Adult -0.938 [-1.892; 0.017] Other -0.070 [-0.141; 0.001] 

Business -0.525 [-1.381; 0.332] Reference -2.458 [-5.014; 0.098] Comments 0.007 [-0.013; 0.027] 

Recreation 1.229 [-3.691; 6.148] Recreation 2.290 [-5.049; 9.63] Social Media -0.011 [-0.074; 0.052] 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site instance level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The model includes period and site instance fixed effects. We ordered the table by the upper confidence interval of the model estimate. 

 

Looking at the users of tracker providers, GDPR had an effect on adult- (𝛽3 = -0.925, 95% CI [-

1.472; -0.378]), entertainment- (𝛽3 = -1.241, 95% CI [-2.386; -0.096]) and news-related (𝛽3 = -3.047, 

95% CI [-5.865; -0.228]) sites. So, the GDPR had the largest effect on news-related sites, lowering 

their use of tracker providers by 3 tracker providers. We provide the full description of users of track-

ers in the Section 8.1. 

Similar to users of tracker providers, we look at the users of trackers. There, GDPR had an effect on 

entertainment- (𝛽3 = -2.056, 95% CI [-3.658; -0.454]), business- (𝛽3 = -1.408, 95% CI [-2.701; -
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0.115]), and news-related (𝛽3 = -3.916, 95% CI [-7.677; -0.155]) sites. Again, the GDPR had the 

largest effect on news-relates sites, lowering the number of trackers by 4 trackers. 

Lastly, GDPR impacted the site’s usage of advertising (𝛽3 = -1.256, 95% CI [-1.838; -0.675]), essen-

tial (𝛽3 = -0.471, 95% CI [-0.752; -0.189]) and analytics (𝛽3 = -0.202, 95% CI [-0.358; -0.047]) 

trackers. However, the levels of GDPR's effect on each of those three kinds of trackers are rather low. 

As mentioned, we describe such kinds of trackers in Section 8.2. 

6.4.4. Insights from the robustness tests 

We performed three robustness checks in Section 8 to support the results of our primary analysis. 

This section summarizes the aim and outcome of each robustness check. 

First, in Section 8.3, we broke down the effect of GDPR on different cells in our treatment assign-

ment framework (see Table 2). E.g., we only compared cell one (i.e., EU consumers visiting sites that 

target EU consumers) to cell four (i.e., US consumers visiting sites that target non-EU consumers) of 

our treatment assignment framework. We refer to that comparison as the "cleanest" comparison of the 

treatment/control group. We found a significant negative effect of GDPR on the number of trackers 

in that case (𝛽3 = -4.693, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-6.445; -2.940]). 

Second, in Section 8.4, we assigned a new "treatment" to sites based on (1) whether the site showed a 

cookie banner to EU consumers and (2) if the site's server location was within the EU region. Treat-

ing EU consumers with a cookie banner is another way a site might demonstrate a willingness to 

comply with GDPR. We found that 4% of all sites visited by EU consumers did not serve EU con-

sumers' cookie banners, even though such sites target EU audiences. On the other hand, we found ev-

idence of the small degree of the Brussels effect – the spillover effect of GDPR on other countries 

(Bradford, 2020; Peukert et al., 2021; Sanchez-Rola et al., 2019). We discovered that 9% of all sites 

visited by US consumers served US consumers cookie banners even though they target non-EU con-

sumers and do not have to obey GDPR. 
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Using a new treatment assignment framework, we still found a significant negative effect of GDPR 

on the number of trackers (𝛽3 = -1.438, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-2.119; -0.7571]). Similarly, using a site's 

server location to assign a "treatment" to each site, we also found a significant negative effect of 

GDPR on the number of trackers (𝛽3 = -1.629, p < 0.05, 95% CI [-2.333; -0.9258]). 

Lastly, the limitation of the WhoTracks.me data set — which we use for our principal analysis – is 

that it lacks a longer pre-GDPR period. A more extended pre-GDPR period is vital for a DiD analysis 

because it allows us to infer the causal effect of GDPR on the amount of online tracking. We used a 

different sample of the WhoTracks.me data set to provide suggestive visual evidence that parallel-

group means in the pre-GDPR period held in Section 8.5. Additionally, we ran our OLS model speci-

fication from Equation (1) – with minor adjustment – on this data set and found a significant negative 

effect of GDPR on the number of trackers (𝛽3 = -5.871, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-8.866; -2.875]). 

7. Summary and conclusion 

Our empirical study aimed to investigate if GDPR's enforcement increased consumers' online pri-

vacy. To measure consumers' privacy, we focused on the amount of online tracking. We considered 

that consumers' privacy would increase if consumers encountered fewer tracker providers and track-

ers after GDPR's enforcement. Therefore, we used two measures for the amount of online tracking: 

(1) number of tracker providers and (2) number of trackers. 

Our results show that the amount of online tracking, measured by the number of tracker providers and 

the number of trackers, increased over time; sites that comply with GDPR use 12 tracker providers 

(19 trackers) on average in the post-GDPR period. Without GDPR, they would have used 13 tracker 

providers (21 trackers). So, GDPR's enforcement decreased the average number of tracker providers 

(trackers) on each site by 1 tracker provider or -8% (2 trackers or -9%), having a minor positive im-

pact on consumers' online privacy. 
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The negative effect of the GDPR's enforcement on the amount of online tracking comes in two 

waves. Three months after the law's enforcement (August 2018), the weaker negative impact disap-

pears. But five months later (January 2019), the more substantial negative effect lasts until December 

2019. An increase in the number of GDPR fines throughout 2019 or a €50,000,000 penalty enforced 

on Google in January 2019 could have caused such development of the impact. 

Lastly, we find that the enforcement of the law decreased advertising, analytics, and essential trackers 

on news, entertainment, and business sites – corroborating a minor positive impact on consumers' pri-

vacy. 

We conclude that the GDPR's enforcement increased consumers' privacy to a minor extent. But the 

increasing trend of the amount of online tracking poses a justifiable privacy concern for consumers. 

We believe our findings have important implications for consumers and regulators. 

First, we show that consumers, on average, encounter more tracker providers and trackers on sites af-

ter GDPR. As an increase in consumer tracking could imply an increase in profiling and (re-)target-

ing, consumers face a trade-off between (1) a better personalized online experience or (2) a loss of 

privacy after GDPR. Second, we show that GDPR positively affected consumers' online privacy, al-

beit to a small extent. GDPR redefined the notion of consent in cookie banners as a method by which 

consumers can regulate the amount of online tracking. We suggest that consumers take advantage of 

that tool if they are concerned about their online privacy. 

Second, European privacy regulators could benefit from our study as we show the positive yet minor 

impact of GDPR on consumers' privacy. We think our findings could also support the design of the 

upcoming ePrivacy Regulation and other upcoming privacy laws worldwide. 
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8. Web Appendix 

8.1. Description of users of online trackers 

Table 10: Description of users of trackers 

 users of trackers description of users of trackers examples of users of trackers 

1 Adult Sites that are generally thought not to be appropriate for children. 
redtube.com, pornhub.com, 

sex.com 

2 Banking Sites of banks. 
americanexpress.com, deustche-

bank.de, commerzbank.de 

3 Business 
Sites with a physical location providing the option to purchase 

items online. Official company sites and sites selling services fall 

within this category, too. 

apple.com, paypal.com, 

airbnb.com 

4 E-Commerce1 
Shops whose sites allow purchasing items online without having a 

physical store. 
amazon.com, nike.com, 

alibaba.com 

5 Entertainment 
Social networks and dating sites, online games, video-sharing and 

streaming, and TV channels not focusing on the news. 
9gag.com, facebook.com, 

spotify.com 

6 Government Official sites of political parties and movements. nasa.gov, nih.gov, oevp.at 

7 News & Portals 
News providers and multipurpose portals, weather forecast sites, 

TV channels, official sites of cities, and sports associations. 
bbc.com, accuweather.com, 

live.com 

8 Recreation Sites where it is possible to book holidays or flights. 
britishairways.com, book-

ing.com, lufthansa.com 

9 Reference 
Search engines, wiki forums and communities, and online diction-

aries. 
google.com, wikipedia.org, dic-

tionary.com 

1We placed E-Commerce and Business sites in the same "Business" site category. 

Notes: Table adapted from Karaj et al. (2018) and ordered alphabetically by site category. 
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8.2. Description of categories of online trackers 

Table 11: Description of categories of trackers 

trackers 

supporting  
our tracker 

category 
WhoTracks.me 

tracker category WhoTracks.me tracker category description examples of trackers 

Advertising 1 Advertising 

Advertising 
Provides advertising or advertising-related services 

such as data collection, behavioral analysis, or re-

targeting. 

DoubleClick, Share-

This, Experian Mar-

keting Services 

Adult Advertising 
Delivers advertisements that generally appear on 

sites with adult content. 

Adult Webmaster Em-

pire, ExoClick, Juicy-

Ads 

User  

Experience 

2 Analytics Site Analytics Collects and analyses data related to site usage and 

performance. 
Google Analytics, Ad-

brain, Piwik Pro 

3 Social Media Social Media Integrates features related to social media sites. 
Facebook Social 

Plugins, Giphy, Twit-

ter 

4 Comments Comments Enables comments sections for articles and product 

reviews. 
Disqus, eKomi, 

Livefyre 

5 Essential 

Customer Interaction 
Includes chat, email messaging, customer support, 

and other interaction tools. 
PayPal, Google Trans-

late, LiveChat 

Essential 
Includes tag managers, privacy notices, and tech-

nologies that are critical to the functionality of a 

website. 

OneTrust, Google Tag 

Manager, IAB Con-

sent 

Audio Video Player 
Enables websites to publish, distribute, and opti-

mize video and audio content. 
YouTube, Twitch, 

Spotify 

CDN 
Content delivery network (CDN) delivers re-

sources for different site utilities and usually for 

many other customers. 

Amazon CDN, Cloud-

Flare, jQuery 

Hosting Service used by the content provider or site owner. 
Github Pages, FastPic, 

Amazon CloudFront 

6 Other 

Misc. This tracker does not fit in other categories. 
Autoscout24, Oracle 

RightNow, Vinted 

Extensions1 
Man-in-the-middle (MITM) trackers insert addi-

tional requests into pages by intercepting network 

traffic on a device or using browser extensions. 

Kaspersky Labs, 

Adguard, Yandex Ad-

visor 

Unknown 
This tracker has either not been labeled yet or does 

not have enough information to mark it. 
boudja.com, xen-me-

dia.com, statsy.net 

1We removed such trackers from our sample, as site owners do not place them on the sites, nor are they added to sites from other 

trackers (i.e., "piggybacking" trackers). 

Notes: Table adapted from Karaj et al. (2018). 
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8.3. Robustness test regarding the breakdown of effect on different treatment groups 

We presented our treatment assignment framework in Section 5.3. In this section, we explore how the 

effect of GDPR varies between each cell of our treatment assignment framework by redefining treat-

ment and control groups. Using this approach, we can explore how GDPR's impact differs between 

the "cleanest" comparison in our treatment assignment framework: EU consumers accessing sites that 

target EU consumers and US consumers accessing sites that target non-EU consumers. 

So, we run our baseline OLS regression specification from Equation (1) per different cell in our treat-

ment assignment framework (see Table 2), thereby redefining treatment/control group comparisons. 

We present the results in Table 12. 

Table 12: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the number of trackers between different com-

binations of treatment and control groups 

Dependent Varia-

ble: 
Number of trackers per site instance and month 

Model:  
(1)  

 

 Cell 1 vs. Cell 4 

(2)  

 

 Cell 3 vs. Cell 4 

(3)  

 

 Cell 2 vs. Cell 4 

Illustration: 
  

  
 

  

  
 

  

  
 

Post x Treatment -4.693*** [-6.445; -2.940] -1.674*** [-2.663; -0.685] -1.607 [-3.378; 0.163] 

Period FE ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Site Instance FE ✓ ✓ ✓ 

N Observations 15,078 26,376 15,078 

R2 0.787 0.775 0.783 

Within R2 0.002 0.001 0.000 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site instance level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The difference-in-differences coefficients between different cells in our treatment assignment framework. The Post 

and the Treatment coefficients have been removed from all models due to collinearity. The total number of observations for 

each model is the product of the number of site instances per cell(s) in our sample and periods (T = 21). 
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In column (1), we compare cell 1 (i.e., EU consumers visiting sites that target EU consumers) to cell 

4 (i.e., US consumers visiting sites that target non-EU consumers). In this case, we define cell 1 as 

our treatment and cell 4 as a control group. We refer to this comparison as the "cleanest" comparison 

between the treatment and the control group. We find a significant negative effect of GDPR on the 

number of trackers in this case (𝛽3 = -4.693, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-6.445; -2.940]). 

Next, we compare cell 3 (i.e., EU consumers visiting sites that target non-EU consumers) to cell 4 

(i.e., US consumers visiting sites that target US consumers) in column (2). Here, we define cell 3 as 

our treatment and cell 4 as a control group. We find significant negative effect of GDPR on the num-

ber of trackers in this case (𝛽3 = -1.674, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-2.663; -0.6853]). 

Lastly, in column (3), we compare cell 2 (i.e., US consumers visiting sites that target EU consumers) 

to cell 4 (i.e., US consumers visiting sites that target US consumers). In this case, we define cell 2 as 

our treatment and cell 4 as a control group. In this case, we do not find a significant negative effect of 

GDPR on the number of trackers (𝛽3 = -1.607, p = 0.075, 95% CI [-3.378; 0.1634]). 
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8.4. Robustness test regarding the comparison of effect to different treatment assignments 

Section 5.3 explained that different proxies exist to determine if the site is an "EU" or a "non-EU" 

firm under the GDPR. We explore two such proxies in this section: the display of a cookie banner 

and the site's server location. 

We assume that a site that does not treat EU consumers with a cookie banner signals that it does not 

comply with GDPR. Likewise, if a site treats an EU (or the US) consumer with a cookie banner, it 

likely tries to comply with GDPR and makes our new "treatment" group. 

We visited each site in our sample in September 2021, from and outside the EU. Afterward, we took 

a screenshot of the site's landing page on which the site had a chance to display a cookie banner. We 

used a VPN service to simulate visiting a site outside the EU. We also gave the site sufficient time to 

load a cookie banner, especially when using the VPN service. Afterward, we manually coded whether 

each site displayed a cookie banner to EU or US consumers. We show the result in Table 13. 

Table 13: Number of websites displaying cookie banners to consumers depending on consumer base 

and website target audience 

    base of consumer 

website target audience website displays cookie banner EU US 

EU1 
✓ 61 (4%) 41 (3%) 

✘ 29 (2%) 49 (3%) 

non-EU2 
✓ 419 (29%) 136 (9%) 

✘ 209 (15%) 492 (34%) 

∑  718 (50%) 718 (50%) 

1Website targets EU consumers if (1) the website uses an EU top-level domain (e.g., .de) or (2) the website received the 

most traffic from the EU region in at least one period. 2Website targets non-EU consumers if (1) the website uses a non-

EU top-level domain (e.g., .com) and (2) the website received the most traffic from a non-EU region in at least one 

period. 

Notes: This table shows the number and percentage of sites in our sample that do (not) treat EU or non-EU consumers 

with a cookie banner, depending on if they target EU or non-EU audiences. We visited each site in our sample in Sep-

tember 2021 to determine if the sites serve cookie banners to consumers. 
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61 out of 718 sites (4%) visited by EU consumers did not serve them cookie banners, even though 

such sites target EU audiences. EU consumers also visited 419 sites that target non-EU consumers, 

but those sites still showed them a cookie banner to demonstrate GDPR compliance. 209 sites did not 

give EU consumers the chance to exercise their privacy by regulating the amount of online tracking 

in cookie banners. 

On the other hand, US consumers accessed 136 sites out of 718 sites (9%) that target non-EU con-

sumers, yet those sites still complied with GDPR – even though they did not have to obey GDPR. 

This example illustrates the Brussels' effect, where a European regulation has a "spillover" effect on 

other countries. 

Next, we describe this sample's treatment framework. We show the result in Table 14. 

Table 14: Distribution of site instances across cookie banner treatment assignment and consumer ba-

ses 

 base of consumer 

website displays cookie banner EU US 

✓ 10,080 (33%) 3,717 (12%) 

✘ 4,998 (17%) 11,361 (38%) 

∑ 15,078 (50%) 15,078 (50%) 

Notes: This table shows the number and percentage of observations in our sample with a cookie banner treatment as-

signment per cell. Cell belonging to the control group is colored blue. We colored the treatment group's cells orange. In 

total, 62% (N = 18,795) of all observations (N = 30,156) make the treatment group and 38% (N = 11,361) the control 

group. 

 

62% (N = 18,795) of all observations (N = 30,156) make the treatment group and 38% (N = 11,361) 

the control group in this treatment assignment framework. As before, we use the baseline OLS re-

gression model specified in Equation (1) to estimate the effect of GDPR on the number of trackers. 

The result can be seen in Table 15. 
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Table 15: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the sample with a cookie banner treatment 

assignment 

Dependent Variable: Number of trackers per site instance and month 

Model:  (1) 

Treatment -0.025 [-0.755; 0.704] 

Post x Treatment -1.438*** [-2.119; -0.757] 

Period FE ✓ 

Site FE ✓ 

N Observations 30,156 

R2 0.729 

Within R2 0.006 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The difference-in-differences coefficients for treatment assignment using cookie banner presence or absence. Post 

coefficient has been removed from the model (1) due to collinearity. The total number of observations (N = 30,156) is 

the product of the number of site instances (N = 1,436) and periods (T = 21). 

 

The DiD coefficient (𝛽3 = -1.438, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-2.119; -0.7571]) is significant and negative for 

the treatment group in post-GDPR period in our simple DiD model presented in column (1). The esti-

mated effect prevails in the model that controls for period fixed effects in column (2) and our baseline 

model that additionally controls for site instance fixed effects in column (3). This result confirms that 

GDPR had a negative impact on the amount of online tracking if we used cookie banner display as 

treatment assignment criteria. 

After using a cookie banner display to determine if a site is an "EU" or a "non-EU" firm, we use the 

site's server location. If the site's server location resolves within the EU region, we can consider it an 

"EU" firm. If not, and the site's server is outside the EU, we think it is a "non-EU" firm. 

As before, we show how the distribution of our sample's site instances changes under the new treat-

ment assignment framework. We present the result in Table 16. 
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Table 16: Distribution of site instances across server location treatment assignment and consumer 

bases 

 base of consumer 

website server location EU US 

EU 3,822 (13%) 3,822 (13%) 

non-EU 11,256 (37%) 11,256 (37%) 

∑ 15,078 (50%) 15,078 (50%) 

Notes: This table shows the number and percentage of observations in our sample with a server location treatment as-

signment per cell. Cell belonging to the control group is colored blue. We colored the treatment group's cells orange. In 

total, 63% (N = 18,900) of all observations (N = 30,156) make the treatment group and 37% (N = 11,256) the control 

group. 

 

63% (N = 18,900) of all observations (N = 30,156) make the treatment group and 37% (N = 11,256) 

the control group in this new treatment assignment framework. We use the baseline OLS regression 

model specified in Equation (1) to estimate the effect of GDPR on the number of trackers. The result 

can be seen in Table 17. 
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Table 17: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the sample with a server location treatment 

assignment 

Dependent Variable: Number of trackers per site instance and month 

Model:  (1) 

Treatment 0.674 [-0.089; 1.436] 

Post x Treatment -1.629*** [-2.333; -0.926] 

Period FE ✓ 

Site FE ✓ 

N Observations 30,156 

R2 0.728 

Within R2 0.003 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The difference-in-differences coefficients for treatment assignment using cookie banner presence or absence. Post 

coefficient has been removed from the model (1) due to collinearity. The total number of observations (N = 30,156) is 

the product of the number of site instances (N = 1,436) and periods (T = 21). 

 

The DiD coefficient (𝛽3 = -1.629, p < 0.001, 95% CI [-2.333; -0.9258]) is significant and negative for 

the treatment group in post-GDPR period in our simple DiD model presented in column (1). The esti-

mated effect prevails in the model that controls for period fixed effects in column (2) and our baseline 

model that additionally controls for site instance fixed effects in column (3). This result confirms that 

GDPR had a negative impact on the amount of online tracking if we used server location as treatment 

assignment criteria. 
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8.5. Robustness test regarding the parallel trends' assumption 

As explained in Section 5.1, we use a sample of the WhoTracks.me data to observe how the amount 

of online tracking differs between the EU and US consumer groups accessing 718 sites over 21 

months. However, WhoTracks.me also provides a sample of data for "global" consumers, whose lo-

cation we cannot determine. But that sample of data is available from May 2017 onward (T = 32 

months). So, we can use it to test if the parallel trends assumption holds between the group means in 

the pre-GDPR period. 

First, we find the same sites present in our primary sample as we want to compare how tracking 

changes for those sites in our preliminary analysis. Using that approach, we find 359 out of 718 sites 

present in our primary (EU/US) sample, and which we track over 32 months. 

Second, as we cannot determine the consumer location for this sample, we split the observations into 

treatment/control groups based on the site's target audience (see Section 5.3). So, a site targeting EU 

consumers should comply with GDPR, whereas a non-EU targeting site does not have to obey 

GDPR. We present the descriptives of this sample in Table 18. 

Table 18: Distribution of site instances across audiences and consumer bases for the sample with a 

longer pre-GDPR period 

website target audience number and percentage of observations 

EU1 2,176 (19%) 

non-EU2 9,312 (81%) 

∑ 11,488 (100%) 

1Website targets EU consumers if (1) the website uses an EU top-level domain (e.g., .de) or (2) the website received the 

most traffic from the EU region in at least one period. 2Website targets non-EU consumers if (1) the website uses a non-

EU top-level domain (e.g., .com) and (2) the website received the most traffic from a non-EU region in at least one 

period. 

Notes: This table shows the number and percentage of observations in our sample with a longer pre-GDPR period per 

cell. The consumer base is omitted from this table as the sample does not provide information on which consumer base 

accessed sites. Cell belonging to the control group is colored blue. We colored the treatment group cell orange. In total, 

19% (N = 2,176) of all observations (N = 11,488) make the treatment group and 81% (N = 9,312) the control group. 
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As seen from Table 18, 81% of all observations in this sample make the control group, and 19% the 

treatment group. 

Next, we plot the development of the amount of online tracking, measured by the number of trackers, 

for those two groups over time. We also measure the correlation between the two group means in the 

pre-GDPR period to support the assumption of the parallel trends. This result is visible in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: Development of the number of trackers in treatment and control groups for the sample with 

a longer pre-GDPR period 

 

Group means move similarly over time in the pre-GDPR period. This relationship is also quantified 

by the strong positive correlation coefficient, r = 0.935, p < 0.001, N = 12. 

Additionally, we calculate the effect of GDPR on the number of trackers using the model specifica-

tion from Equation (1) for this sample with a longer pre-GDPR period. We make a single adjustment; 

we use the site instead of a site instance as our unit of observation in this case. As seen in Table 19, 

we find significant negative effect of GDPR on the number of trackers (𝛽3 = -5.871, p < 0.001, 95% 
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CI [-8.866; -2.875]). However, as we cannot control for the consumer base, in this case, the model 

likely overestimates the level of the effect. 

Table 19: Result of difference-in-differences analysis for the number of trackers in the sample with a 

longer pre-GDPR period 

Dependent Variable: Number of trackers per site instance and month 

Model:  (1) 

Post x Treatment -5.871*** [-8.866; -2.875] 

Period FE ✓ 

Site FE ✓ 

N Observations 11,488 

R2 0.745 

Within R2 0.020 

Significance levels: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 

One-way standard errors are clustered at the site level; 95% confidence intervals are reported in brackets. 

Notes: The Post and the Treatment coefficients have been removed from model (1) due to collinearity. The total number 

of observations (N = 11,488) is the product of the number of sites (N = 359) and periods (T = 32). 
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8.6. Correlation between the monthly difference-in-differences coefficients and GDPR fines 

We combine data from privacyaffairs.com, which tracks the number (and amount) of GDPR fines 

over time, with the WhoTracks.me data. We do so to find the correlation between the GDPR's effect 

on the amount of online tracking, measured by the number of online trackers, and the number of 

GDPR fines. As Privacy Affairs does not report dates for some GDPR penalties – as they are gener-

ally unknown – we removed such observations. €50,000,000 penalty enforced on Google in January 

2019 was the highest GDPR fine in our observation period. 

We present the calculation of the Pearson's product-movement correlation coefficient between the 

monthly GDPR difference-in-difference coefficients and the total number of GDPR fines in Figure 

10. As seen from Figure 10, there exists a strong negative correlation between the number of GDPR 

fines and monthly difference-in-differences coefficients, r = -0.655, p = 0.003, N = 18. 

Figure 10: Correlation between monthly difference-in-difference coefficients and the total number of 

GDPR fines per month 
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